before we begin...

I am NOT getting deported

(as far as I know)
TEXAS STYLE

forensic 4:cast awards
digital discovery
computer forensic software of the year

internet evidence finder

volatility

4n6Time
digital forensic article of the year

shellbags forensics

python parser to recover sqlite database data

redline: apt and you - we’re all doomed
phone forensic hardware of the year

ufed touch
logicube cellxtract
oxygen forensic kit
digital forensic blog
of the year
hacking exposed blog
cheeky 4n6 monkey
handler diaries
computer forensic hardware of the year

tableau t35u
cru/wiebetechn ditto forensic fieldstation
tableau t3iu iaging bay
digital forensic book of the year

x-ways forensics practitioners guide
computer forensics info sec pro guide
placing the suspect behind the keyboard
phone forensic software of the year
cellebrite physical analyzer
paraben device seizure
internet evidence finder
digital forensic analyst of the year

Santiago Ayala
Bob Elder
Alejandro Perez
thank-you
digital discovery
one more thing...
finally, a disclaimer...
we never said that everything that comes from texas is great